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Onda Certa Web Radio, from Pombal, premieres this afternoon a
program totally dedicated to Handball. In the inaugural edition of
"Handball +", the guests are the women's national coach, José
António Silva, and the Alavarium coach, Ulisses Pereira.

The program starts at 7 p.m., with repetition at 11 p.m. The program
goes on the air every Wednesday, at 7 p.m. The goal is to promote
women's and men's Handball. The program is conducted by Cid
Ramos.

OCT José António Silva and Ulisses
Pereira are the guests of the first
edition of "ANDEBOL +"
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The men's and women's beach
handball team yesterday ensured
their presence in the World Cup of
the sport, being fifths classified in

JUL Beach Handball team
finishes in fifth position
and ensures
qualification for the
world championship
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SIR 1st May announced two
reinforcements for the new season,
the Portuguese internationals Maria
Pereira and Carolina Gomes. The
first is back in Portugal after
passing through Icelandic and

JUL Maria Pereira and
Carolina Gomes
reinforce SIR May 1
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The final phase of the National
Championship of the II Women's
Senior Handball Division took place
between 16 and 18 and July in the
Municipal Pavilion of Santarém

JUL Porto Salvo and
Almeida Garrett
promoted to the first
division
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The Norwegian players did not
agree with the rules and attended
the competition in shorts. The use
of bikinis is mandatory to create
"attractiveness" and raise
sponsorships.

JUL Norwegian players
want to play in shorts
and not in a bikini
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Madeira SAD announced the first acquisition for the 2021/2022
season. This is the central Ângela Pessoa who held a high-level season at
the service of the Alpendorada, which reached a surprising fourth place in
the last season.

The island set, which reached the "double" in the 2020/2021 season has
already guaranteed the continuities of Mariana Azevedo, Maria Duarte,
Luana Jesus, Neide Duarte, Greyce Santos and Cristiane Silva.

JUL Ângela Pessoa is the first reinforcement of Madeira
SAD for the new season
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After guaranteeing the return of Ulisses Pereira to the technical
command, Alavarium has already secured two important reinforcements
for the upcoming season. Mónica Soares, one of the best Portuguese
players today, is back at the Aveirense emblem after a stint at Porriño,
from Spain. The Aveirense player also has a passage for Fuchse Berlin,
from Germany. In Portugal, Mónica Soares represented Valongo do Vouga,
Sports Madeira, Alavarium and Madeira SAD.

JUL Mónica Soares and Constança Sequeira reinforce
Alavarium

 

9 The Portuguese women's under-19 handball team will fail the 2021
European Championship in Slovenia due to “covid-19 infections

detected in the group, in the stage that preceded the competition,” the
Federation reported yesterday.

The team trained by José António Silva interrupted the internship and will
be in "prophylactic isolation, in the period from 04/07 to 18/07/2021,
declared by the Health Authority, due to danger of contagion and as a
measure to contain the pandemic," says the Federation.

JUL European sub-19 selection fails due to Covid
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Madeiran coach Marco Álvares de Freitas is the first 'reinforcement'
of the handball formation of CS Madeira women's seniors for the
2021/2022 season. The experienced coach will thus fulfill his ninth
consecutive season in the technical command of the main formation of the
centenary Sports da Madeira, this after a first passage where he remained
in these same functions for seven years.

JUL Marco Freitas remains in the technical command of
Sports Madeira
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Ten years later, Ana Seabra leaves the technical structure of the
national teams. A day after the departure of Ulisses Pereira, national
selector, the FAP informed the former U-19 selector that his contract
would not be renewed.

Despite the federative decision, Ana Seabra expressed her will to guide the
under-19 selection in the European Championship that will take place in
Slovenia, but to what we found this will not happen.

MAY Ana Seabra exit from the technical structure of the
selections
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Juve Lis returns to work next Monday. Rui Machado remains in technical command for the third consecutive year. The
Leiriense formation guaranteed the continuities of Ana Teixeira, Sofia João and Dalila Lameiro (Guard-redes) and the field
players, Sara Gonçalves, Patricia Mendes, Beatriz Cordeiro, Isabel Santos, Andreia Cardoso, Ana Fonseca, Adriana Bastos,
Mariana Moreira, Cristiana Faria, Carolina Lopes and Ana Carolina Silva.
They are reinforcements, Raquel Sarmento, Adriana Silva, Ana Rita Henriques and Vanessa Oliveira (all former JAC-
Alcanena), Margarida Gabriel (former-SIR 1st May) and Beatriz Magro (former Porto Salvo). It is likely that the Leiria club will
acquire another reinforcement soon.
In statements to our blog, coach Rui Machado outlined the goals for this season. "The objectives are to stay in the first
four places in the classification. This year we will have more players training during the week, which will be
beneficial for the team."
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